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Background:  Parameters of longitudinal deformation derived from speckle tracking echocardiography (STE) showed diagnostic value for 
differentiation among assessed visually resting contractility impairment. There is still a little data concerning relationships between visual and 
quantitative contractility evaluation during peak stage of dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE).We aimed to assess the relationship between 
myocardial contractility stratified visually as normo- hipo- and akinesis and longitudinal strain (S) and strain rate (SR) in both stages of DSE- at 
baseline (0) and at peak stress (1).
Methods:  We examined by DSE 238 patients, 105 female, mean age 62±9. The whole group had evaluated the status of the coronary arteries by 
angiography or computed tomography. Mean heart rate at baseline was 66±10 beat/minute and at peak 140±12 beat/minute. In all segments of 
LV systolic longitudinal strain - SLS (both by STE and AFI) and systolic longitudinal strain rate - SLSR was measured.
results:  We compared deformation parameters among segments assessed as normokinetic, hipokinetic and akinetic during baseline and peak 
stage of DSE and observed decreasing absolute values of SLS and SLSR along with deepening contractility impairment. The results are displayed in 
table.
conclusions:  Quantitative deformation parameters derived by STE and AFI showed diagnostic utility for classification of regional contractility 
impairments not only at rest but also during peak stage of DSE.
Table 1. The comparison of deformation parameters among segments with various contractility.
Parameter
normokinesis
n =
3899/3894 
hypokinesis
n =
293/292
akinesis 
n = 81/81
p
SLS0 -16.5±5.9% -15±5.7% -12.7±6.7% <0.001
SLSR0 -1.08±0.37 s-1 -0.98±0.36 s-1 -0.90±0.29 s-1 <0.001
AFI0 -17.7±6.4% -15.2±5.8% -11.7±8.4% <0.001
Parameter
normokinesis
n =
3568/3571
hypokinesis
n =
524/518
akinesis 
n =
46/145
p
SLS1 -15.9±7.5% -14.4±7.4% -13.7±8.9% <0.001
SLSR1 -2.32±0.92 s-1 -2.18±0.84 s-1 -2.13±0.85 s-1 <0.001
AFI1 -17.2±8.5% -14.7±8.5% -14.4±7.8% <0.001
